Hello dear friend today I will speak to you about the topic of the woman and work is
necessary to say that, in Africa in general and in Cameroun in particular the women always
Can not cuts with the furnace and with the mill of the work.it is only into 1983 that
Cameroun signs convention for the elimination of all discriminations with all of the women.is
ratify it into 1994 committing itself promoting the situation of the women one her territory.its
in 1997 the ministry for the female condition east creates to facilitate the integration of the
woman in work in Cameroun. 60 bore of the women constitute the campaigns this is due to
the fact that the women, At has some time could not work by consèquent to distract
themselves and to occupy itself they went to the us fields cuts also the phenomenon of sexual
MUTILATION among women. FIGURES 20 bore of the women in Cameroun are victims of
this practice what shows that the woman always does not take in consideration that in with its
choix.de our days with the evolution and the emencipation of woman 10 of the seats of
assembled are occupied by women one 180 head offices qu it included/understood misses IT
of analfabetisation is higher At the men indeed 75 bore of the men tandisque are illiterate the
women occupy 50 bore what prove than the woman intèrgre better and better in the life
active.but myself although that the girls represent only 23 bore of the students of the
secondary industry. Approximately 40 bore of the operators in Cameroun are women with
LIMB 40 are illiterate with KRIBI 50 bore cuts the secondary level of the studies. With
commercial glance to the branches of industry with KRIBI 51 bore are in the marketing of
fresh fish and 49 bore in the transformation and the salts of smoked fish IN 2005 57,2 bore
had has level of secondary studies 56,5 bore were housewives and had has level low
socoeconomic what prove that the women mème nowadays malgrés nonbreuses C not occupy
the more administrative activity Pourtant one the 15 inhabitants million in Cameroun
more between are women. and this phenomenon is seen in schools gold the girls are than the
boys. all this it of the women succeed with dissociated like MRS FONING who amongst
other things the president of the businesswomen in the whole world, appointed RDPC left to
the capacity in Cameroun, mayor of douala fifth. what proves that the woman is spirit to take
important year places in the activities in Cameroun of mème DOROTHY NGUEMA WHICH
IS has VICE-CHANCELLOR Of the university of Yaounde first. here to some extent what I
found one this topic ' spoken to has me little butt this topic one your premise is same the
women always had important year places in your company .
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